
Dears, 
 
Gratitude to all the sharing. Gratitude to the Vigil point of tension of our Ashram, in this 
initiatory time&space. 
 
Now, immersed in the receptive and liberating Waters of Pisces, the Christ the Savior, 
in the exceptional Presence in It of Its Agents of transmission Jupiter and Neptune (the 
last time was in 1855), here is an important quote about the Ashram of the new Group 
of world Servers, which Aleksandr shared with some of the English-speaking 
community, on the occasion of the passage into the Light of our great servant and 
dearest Brother Michael: 
 
"The inner Ashram is a focus of souls, free and unlimited; the outer Ashram—under the 
future Aquarian experiment—will be composed of a focus of personalities and souls. 
Limitation will, therefore, exist; responsibility will require conscious recognition and there 
will be a necessary slowing down of both action and perception in the outer space-time 
world. 
 
 The true Ashram (of which the coming outer Ashrams will be but reflections) is not for 
lower concrete mind discussion. It is a focal point of receptivity; it embraces the effort to 
establish mutual contact through an united recognition of the vision, of the esoteric 
basis of life and the laws governing action. It is not a place, however, for long and silent 
meditation processes, for it is a point of tension where, together, the Ageless Wisdom in 
its more esoteric aspects is discussed, where the nature of soul relationship is 
recognised and where the fusion of auras and the inter-blending of the "Triangles" goes 
forward consciously. An Ashram is the state of mind of a spiritual group. It is a point of 
united thought; it is a centre for the clarification of the vision and not of physical plane 
methods of work. As disciples learn to integrate themselves into a Master's Ashram, 
they discover that the first thing they have to do is to establish a basic harmony between 
themselves and their fellow disciples and to reinforce the contact between their own 
souls, the ashramic group and the Master. Then they learn to comprehend through 
discussion and experiment the nature of the energies which are seeking world 
expression, and the nature of the forces which must be reduced to powerlessness, if 
these new incoming energies are to prove effective in bringing about the desired 
changes under the Plan." DINA I, 707 
 
This month of Pisces prepares us for the Great Conjunction 2022 between the two 
Great Mothers of solar Space, Jupiter and Neptune, which geocentrically will be 
on April 12, in the Sign of all Beginnings Aries, and heliocentrically on June 6, in the 
sign of Gemini of the Christ as the Initiator of humanity.  
Let us prepare it at the point of tension of the Great Ashram of the Hierarchy: 
 

The Great Master's Ashram frees the prisoners of the Planet! 
 
* 

Antonella Nobilio 


